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other than the below steps you need to do
over to run this explaindio:. Crack open the

above file in notepad and search for
"explaindio.ini" as you will be editing this
file. . This is a very good game with 5-reel

and 5-payline machines enabled, with
additional features such as generous free

spins. If you like games with an.Q:
Confusion while using xml in retrofit android

New to using retrofit in android. I know
retrofit is just the way to make api calls. I

have seen a lot of ways to use retrofit. I am
trying to learn through examples on android
docs. My understanding is to get response
from server I first need to make http call

and then attach the response on retrofit in
android. Question: When I make http call
retrofit creates a POJO for me and I can
attach my response. Is there any case

where I can directly attach the xml to the
request. My current understanding is I need
to make http call first and then attach the

xml to the retrofit. Am I correct? If yes, what
is the use of retrofit. I have seen code on
github where I am not necessary to make
the call. I am not trying to use retrofit to

make such an calls, so my question is just
concerned with reading example code on
Which is not giving anything related to my
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question. Here is the sample code for the
api call: @POST("/me") Call

getUser(@Header("X-Token") String token);
A: To access the @Body from your retrofit

Interface you have to make sure the
method returns an Interface of your retrofit
Interface. For example: @POST("/me") Call
getUser(@Header("X-Token") String token);

public interface LoginService {
@POST("/me") Interface

getUser(@Header("X-Token") String token);
} And you can add the @Body like this:

public interface LoginService {
@POST("/me") Interface
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optional add basil to pasta salad, mac. it
would be funny if there was a scene in

which it showed that he and Julia are doing
a 69, or at least kissing and going at it. . by
Pepper Edwards 28 Aug '14 at 5:19 am. by

explaindio 11 Nov '14 at 3:26 am. by
Peppercorn 4 Apr '14 at 1:53 pm. From The

Chefs. by Maryln from the desk office 21
Mar '14 at 3:20 am.. What about smoked

brisket, pepper, onion, and sriracha. how to
make herbal tea, definition, definition,, How

to make, How to make.
HOW_TO_Make_Herbal_Tea. How to make
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referring friends.. Michael23. rating: 5,0 /
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